Financial Institutions in the
United Kingdom

Overview
Dentons has one of the largest banking practices in the UK and has been at the heart of the financial markets in the
City of London and beyond for many decades.
Working with a significant number of the world’s major financial institutions, we operate at the industry’s cutting edge,
and can deliver our clients genuinely innovative financial products, expansive insights, and deep understanding.
Whether working with local, regional or multinational financial institutions, we appreciate the needs of all parties to the
transactions that we advise on. From banks and insurance companies to trading houses and credit payment
providers, we advise on regulation, litigation, capital markets, cards and payments, distressed situations and much
more.
The world has changed dramatically for financial institutions in the past decade, and Dentons’ lawyers have been at
the forefront of those changes. Whether advising on regulatory advances, market infrastructure, fund structuring and
compliance or innovations in mobile payments technology, we pride ourselves on being at the heart of this industry.
When working with Dentons lawyers in the UK, our clients access not only some of the leading advisers to financial
institutions in this market, but can tap into resources much farther afield. The financial services industry, more so
than many others, is increasingly global in scope, and working with Dentons means seeking advice from a global
team of experts working from offices around the world, and present in the major financial centers. Our financial
institutions lawyers in London practice at the heart of an integrated cross-border network that stretches from New
York to Hong Kong, able to service our clients wherever a situation may arise.
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